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1 INTRODUCTION 
/, 
One way to solve boundary value problems for elliptic partial differential equations con-
sists in reducing the equation over the domain to an integral equation over the boundary. 
For any boundary value problem, there exist various versions of boundary integral formu-
lations which are equivalent to the original problem. Among these variants the boundary 
integral equations with strongly elliptic integral operators seem to be the most popular 
ones since the analysis of the Galerkin procedure is quite easy in this case and the ma-
tri:is: of the arising linear system is self adjoint (cf. e.g. [12, 36]). On the other hand, 
these boundary integral equations are often pseudo-differential equations of order differ-
ent from zero. The condition numbers of linear systems arising from the discretization of 
such equations tend to infinity when the mesh size tends to zero. To solve these systems, 
certain kind of multigrid methods or general iterative methods together with special 
preconditioners are needed (cf. [20, 27, 26, 8, 13)). Therefore, it may be preferable to 
consider zero order boundary integral equations. 
For instance, the Dirichlet problem for Laplace's equation in a bounded and simply 
connected polyhedron n s; R.3 or the Neumann problem for the same equation on R.3 \ n 
can be reduced to the second kind integral equation Ax= y over the boundary S :=an 
(cf. e. g. [25] ), where A= I+ 2Ws and 
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1 [ np(Q-P) 
Wsx(Q) := [1/2 - d0 (Q)]x(Q) + 411" ls IP_ Ql3 x(P)dpS, 
da(Q) ·- lim l{P En: IP - QI< f}I 
.- ~-o l{P E IR.3 : IP - QI< E}I° 
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(1.1) 
Here np denotes the unit vector of the interior normal ton at P and IZI is the Lebesgue 
measure of Z for any Z ~ IR.3 • Note that, since the boundary Sis not smooth, Ws is not 
compact. Moreover, in general, A is not strongly elliptic. Though the kernel function 
k(Q P) ·= 1 np(Q - P) 
' . 411" IP - Ql3 (1.2) 
vanishes for P and Q located on the same face of S, it is of order O(IP- Ql-2) if P and 
Q tend to an edge point but remain on different faces. 
The Galerkin method using piecewise polynomials or similar trial functions for the 
solution of our equation Ax = y has been considered by Elschner [18] (even an h-p ver-
sion in [16]) and by Dahlberg, Verchota [14], Adolfsson, Jawerth, Goldberg, Lennerstad 
[1] (even for Lipschitz boundaries). For the computation of the entries of the correspond-
ing stiffness matrix, one can apply the results of e.g. Schwab, Wendland, and Sauters 
[33, 34]. However, the stability analysis for the discretized Galerkin method seems not 
to be done yet. The analysis of the collocation methods has started already in the six-
ties. Convergence results under different restrictions are due to Wendland, Kleinman 
[35, 22], Kral [23, 3], Atkinson, Chien, and Yang [4, 5, 37]. These authors have also 
suggested quadratures for the computation of the integrals in the stiffness matrix. The 
first stability analysis for a fully discrete method, however, is due to the author who has 
considered Nystrom's method in [31, 30]. It has turned out that quadrature methods 
based on one global quadrature rule show a poor rate of convergence if this rate is con-
sidered in dependence of the number of degrees of freedom. Therefore, one should rather 
apply discretized collocation methods, where the quadrature rules for the integrals in 
the stiffness matrix depend on the collocation points. 
The aim of this paper is to define a fully discretized collocation method ( cf. Sect.2), 
where the trial functions are tensor products of smooihes-t splines. For simplicity we shall 
restrict ourselves to cubic splines. These ansatz functions are defined by an exponential 
parametrization, i.e. the trial functions are introduced over a grid with a certain kind of 
geometric mesh refinement near the corner and edge points of S. We shall establish the 
stability of our method with respect to the spaces £2(S) and C(S) in Sects.3 and 4. For 
the L2 stability, we shall need an assumption on the stability of a certain finite section 
method (_cf. the corresponding conditions in [18, 31, 30]) which is fulfille~ ~h~never 
the sufficient assumptions of (35, 23, 5] are satisfied. In order to prove stab1ht! m t?e 
supremum norm, we shall introduce a slight modification of our method and, usmg this, 
we need no additional assumptions. This modification corresponds to the modifications 
of finit~ sec~ion type in [2, 9, 24, 15, 18] or to the "modification" in (~4, 1] obtained by 
approx1matmg the boundary. In Sect.5 we shall derive the asymptotic rates of conver-
gence. These rates are optimal with respect to the degree of trial functions if we neglect 
powers of the logarithm. 
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Finally, let us remark that an important feature of our method is that the set of 
trial functions has a basis of wavelet functions (cf. (10, 11, 29]). This fact can be used 
to compute a wavelet compression of the stiffness matrix and to create a fast algorithm 
for the solution of the linear system of equations ( cf. (6, 13]). 
2 THE DISCRETIZED COLLOCATION 
2.1 The grid 
p Q 
Figure 1: Partitions of a square and of a triangle. 
We start with a coarse partition of S into rectangles and triangles. For this partition 
S = uf=1 Si, we suppose that the intersection of any two subdomains is contained in a 
straight line and that there are four different kinds of subdomains: 
a) The subdomain Si is a triangle 6PQ R, where P is the only vertex of S contained 
in Si, the straight line PQ is on an edge of S, and all the other points of Si belong 
to the interior of a face of S. 
b) The subdomain Si is a triangle 6PQ R, where P is the only vertex of S contained 
in Si and all the other points of Si belong to the interior of a face of S. 
c) The subdomain Si is a rectangle DPQRS, where Si contains no vertex of S, the 
straight line PQ is on an edge of S, and all the other points of Si belong to the 
interior of a face of S. 
d) The subdomain Si is a triangle 6PQR, where all points of Si belong to the interior 
of a face of S. 
Finally, if Si1 n Si2 is contained in a straight line e, then we suppose Sii n Si2 = Si1 n e = 
en Si2. Possible partitions for a face of Sare indicated in Fig.I. 
Now we introduce a parametrization q>i : Di ~Si by 
IP - { 
[ ~(X), O] x [-(X), O] 
[-(X),O] x [0,1] 
[O, 1] x [-(X), O] 
[O, 1] x (0, 1] 
in case a) 
in case b) 
in case c) ' 
in case d) 
(2.1) 
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- -P+ e8 PQ +eset QR in case a) 
- -
<I>i(s, t) P+ e8 PQ +e
8 t QR in case b) 
.-
- -P+ sPQ +et QR in case c) 
- -P+ sPQ +st QR in cased). 
To obtain the set of collocation points, we choose a parameter ( > 0 and a positive 
integer i1eu· We set ( cf.Fig.2) 
{ 0 if k=O -h/2 if k=l ' h = ri1.v' Moo := [(i1ev2i1.v] ,(2.2) -(k - I)h if k = 2, ... ,Moo -1 
-oo if k= M 00 
Sk .-
0 if k=O 
tk .-
h/2 if k = 1 
(k - l)h if k = 2, ... ,M0 -2 ' Mo := 2i1ev + 2. 
1- h/2 if k =Mo -1 
1 if k=Mo 
Then the collocation points on Si are given by Pi,k,l = <I>i(sk, s1), k = 0, ···,Moo, l = 
0, ... , M~ for case a), by Pi,k,l = <I>i(sk, t1), k = O, ... , M 00 , l = 0, ... , Mo for. case b), by 
Pi,k,l = <l>'(tk,s1), k = 0, ... ,Mo, l = 0, ... ,M00 for case c), and by Pi,k,l = <I>3 (tk,t1), k = 
0, · · · , Mo, l = 0, ... , Mo for case d). Note that from the definition of q,i it is clear that 
the grid {Pi,k,1} is graded towards the edges and towards the vertices of S. The meshsize 
is of order O(h). Let us collect the multiindices t = (j, k, l) in the index set J := { t} 
and set P. := Pi,k,l· In the next subsection we shall introduce piecewise continuous 
trial functions which are continuous on each subdomain Si (i.e. with finite limits at the 
boundary points of Si). Additionally, they are continuous at the vertices of S and at 
those edge points of S which are no corner points of an Si of type c). The trial functions 
may have jumps at the boundary points of the subdomains Si which do not belong to an 
edge of Sor at corner points of the Si of type c). Therefore, let us identify the indices 
of J belonging to one and the same vertex or edge point of s = an which are no corner 
points of an Si of type c). For points p = p. k 1 = p. k 1 = P,2 which do not belong tt JJ I 1 I l J2 t 2 I 2 
to an! edge of S, we distinguish between P,1 and P,,., and, for a piecewise ~ont.im101;1s 
function f, we let f(P.1 ) and f(P,2 ) stand for the limit off taken from S'1 and S'2 , 
respectively. If P,1 = P,· k 1 = p. k 1 = p is a point at an edge e of S and a corner 
. 11 lwl 321 2r2 t2 
point of an S' of kind c), then we distinguish between P,1 and P,2 and, for a piece.wise 
contim:1ous function f, we let J(P,1 ) and f(P, 2 ) stand for the limit off taken fr?m S'1• ne 
and S'2 n e, respectively. After these identifications, the number of collocation pomts 
#J will be denoted by N and is of order 0((2j{e,,22i1•v). 
REMARK 2.1 Unfortunately, we cannot prove stability for collocation based only on the 
parametrizations in (2.1). The problem is that we are not able to show l<_>cal stability in 
the vicinity of the corner points p and Q of the type c) subdomains S3 (cL Sect.4.1). 
To overcome this difficulty we can introduce new parametrizations in the S3 of type a) 
and c) which fit together at the points p and Q of the type c) subdomains S3 • This 
means that, for intersecting subdomains Si1 and Sil of type a) or c) with S 11 n5'2 =QR 
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to ti t2 t3 t4 ts tMo-5 tMo-4 tMo-3 tMo-2 tMo 
0 h h 3h 1-4h 1-3h 1-2h h 1 2 2h 4h 1-h 1-2 
SMoo-1 SMoo-2 SMoo-3 ... S5 S4 S3 S2 St So 
-(Moo-2)h -(Moo-4)h ••• -4h -3h -2h ~ -h !! 0 2 
Figure 2: Grid points on (-oo, O] and [O, lj. 
such that Q is an edge point, we suppose that the parametrizations and all their partial 
derivatives coincide at the intersections of a neighborhood of Q with QR. 
For example we give a parametrization for Si of type a) which can easily be extended 
through QR to a parametrization (2.1) of type c). Therefore, let x1 : [-oo, O] ---+ [O, l] 
denote a smooth function which is identically equal to one on [-1/4, O] and which vanishes 
on [-oo, -1/2]. We set xP(t) := x 1(pt), p > 1 and define ~i : Di ---+Si by 
~i(s,t) .- p + {XP(s)(l + s) + [1- XP(s)]e 8 } PQ + (2.3) 
{XP(s)(x1(t)(l + s)et + [1 - x 1 (t)]et) + [l - XP(s)]e 8 et} QR. 
For this parametrization and sufficiently large p > 1, it is easy to see that [-oo, O] 3 
s 1-+ {xP(s)(l + s) + [1 - xP(s)]e8 } is a strictly increasing function mapping onto [O, l]. 
Moreover, for sufficiently large p > 1 and for any fixed s, the function [-oo, O] 3 t 1-+ 
{xP(s)(x1(t)(l + s)et + [1 - x 1 (t)]et) + [l - xP(s)]eset} maps onto [O,w], w := {xP(s)(l + 
s) + [l - xP(s)]e8 } and is strictly increasing, too. The new parametrization coincides 
with that of (2.1) type a) ifs$ -l/(2p) and with that of (2.1) type c) ifs;:::: -l/(4p) 
and t $ -1/2. 
Suppose now the parametrizations of the Si of type a) and c) fit together. In this case we 
can use continuous trial functions in the vicinity of a point P or Q of a type c) domain 
Si. Therefore, let us fix a small f. and identify all the indices of J corresponding to 
one and the same point of S if the latter does not belong to an Si of type d) or to 
Si\ {~i(-oo,O)} with Si of type b) and if its distance to the set of edge points is less 
than f •• Only for points P,1 = Pi1 ,k1 ,/1 = Pi2 ,k2 h = P,2 with larger distance or for points 
belonging to an Si of typed) or to Si\ {~i(-oo, O)} with Si of type b), we distinguish 
between P,1 and P,2 and, for a piecewise continuous function f, we let f(P, 1 ) and f(P,2 ) 
stand for the limit of f taken from Si1 and Si2, respectively. Finally, we need a set of 
collocation points which is uniformly distributed in the edge direction. Thus we drop the 
points P, from the set of collocation points if t = (j, 1, l) for Si of type a) and t = (j, 1, l) 
or t = (j, Mo -1, l) for type c) and if additionally the distance to the edge is less than f •. 
Similarly, we remove the corresponding indices from the index set J. Note that these 
collocation points have only been introduced in our original setting to compensate the 
additional degrees of freedom due to the discontinuities of the trial functions along the 
common boundary of the subdomains. • 
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2.2 The trial functions 
In view of the parametrization, we shall start by defining univariate splines over [-co, O] 
and [O, 1]. Let cp stand for the cubic B-spline over the grid Z ~ 1R such that suppcp = 
[-2, 2] and Jm cp = 1. For -co$ s $ 0 and 0 $ t $ 1, we set1 (cf.Figs.3 and 4) 
tnk-oo,o(s) { cp(s/h+k-1) if k=O,l, ... ,M00 -l 
.,. .- 1 - L:~0-1 cp;;00•0 (s) if k =Moo (2.4) 
cp~·1 (t) .- cp(t/h - k + 1) if k = 0, 1, ... , Mo. 
Now, for t = (j, k, l) E J and (s, t) E D;, we introduce the bivariate tensor product 
spline 
cp;;oo,O(s) lfJloo,O(t) in case a) and if k < M00 
l(J koo,O ( S) in case a) and if k = M00 
cp,(~;(s, t)) := lfJkoo,O( S) cp?'l(t) in case b) and if k < M00 (2.5) lfJkoo,O( S) in case b) and if k = M00 
cp~'l(s) lfJloo,O(t) in case c) 
0,1( ) lfJk s cp?•l(t) in cased). 
Note that the support of cp, is contained in two or more subdomains if P, is an edge point 
or a vertex. 
cp9 
I 
l(Js l(J3 
I 
lfJMoo D7 l(J2 
I 
lfJMoo-1 06 ~'I 
I -21 I 
I 
(/)Tvl "s ~ I I I ... I I 
-2h -h 0 
Figure 3: Supports of the functions cp;00 •0. 
REMARK 2.2 Let us suppose as in Remark 2.1 that the parametrizations of the type 
a) and c) subdomains 5; fit together. Of course, we can extend the functions s 1-+ 
cp;;00 •0 (s), k = O, ... ,M00 -1 for s > 0 and s 1-+ cp~'1 (s), k = O, ... ,Mo for s < 0 as 
well as for s > 1 using the definition in (2.4). Now we define the trial functions cp, for 
t from the index set J of Remark 2.1 as follows. If the distance from P, to the edge is 
greater or equal to f* or if t = (j, k, l) with Si of type b) or d), then cp, is the piecewise 
continuous function given by (2.5). If the distance is less than f* and if t = (j, k, l) with 
5; of type a) or c), then we define cp, by 
1 In practical computations we hav~ used the B-splines with multiple nodes at the end points of the 
interval instead of cp'i: 0 '"0 , k = O, 1, 2. This choice seems to lead to better condition numbers of the 
stiffness matrix. The GMRES solver has been observed to be faster in this case. 
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'P2 
<It 
~ 
0 h 
'PMo-5 
cp4 'PMo-4 
()3 'Pl lfo-3 
rPMo -2 
~ 
'Pl fo-1 
.1, 'PMo 
... r-
l-2h 1-h 1 
Figure 4: Supports of the functions cp~'1 • 
in case a) and if k = 0 
in case a) and if 1 < k < M 00 
in case a) and if k = M 00 
in case c) if 1 < k <Mo - 1 
in case c) if k = 0 
in case c) if k =Mo , 
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(2.6) 
where now s E R and ci>i is the extension of the parametrization into the neighboring 
subdomain. Hence, we obtain smooth splines as trial functions near the edge. • 
2.3 The discretized collocation method 
Now the {semi-discretized) collocation method for the approximate solution of the double 
layer integral equation Ax = y with A = I + 2Ws consists in seeking an approximate 
solution XN := L:,eJ e,cp, satisfying 
(2.7) 
By definition, this is a collocation with piecewise continuous trial functions. However, if 
the right-hand side y is continuous, then the properties of Ws imply that the solution 
XN is continuous, too. Hence, for continuous right-hand sides, (2.7) is equivalent to the 
collocation with trial functions from span {cp, : t E ..P"} n C(S) and with collocation 
points {P, : t E ..P"}, where the indices t 1 = {j1 , ki, 11) and t 2 = {h, k2, 12) corresponding 
to one and the same point P,1 = P,2 of Si1 n Si2 are identified and where the limit /{P,1 ) 
taken from Si1 is replaced by the usual point value of the continuous function f. If 
e := {e., t E ..P"} and 1J := {TJ,, t E ..P"}, 1J, := y(P,), then the system {2.7) is equivalent 
to the matrix equation ANe = 1J, where AN:= (a,,11:),,neJ, a,," := (Acpn)(P,). Hence, to 
apply this collocation method, we have to compute the entries a,,". In our discretized 
collocation method we shall do this by simple quadrature rules. 
The first step in the discretization of the integrals of a,," is some kind of singularity 
subtraction technique2• Taking into account that the constant functions are eigenfunc-
2Though this technique is not necessary for the derivation of asymptotic L2 convergence rates, the 
supremum norm error will not converge to zero for N --+ oo if this technique is not applied. 
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tions of Ws corresponding to the eigenvalue 1/2, we conclude 
[~ - do(P,)]xN(P,) +ls k(P., P)xN(P)dpS = 
~xN(P,) +ls k(P., P)[xN(P) - XN(P,)]dpS, 
(AxN)(P,) = 2xN(P,) + 2 ls k(P,, P)[xN(P) - XN(P,)]dpS. 
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(2.8) 
(2.9) 
In the last integral the singular behavior of k(P., P) for P -i- P, is moderated by the 
factor,. [xN(P) - XN(P,)]. Therefore, the quadrature converges faster if it is applied to 
the right-hand side of (2.8) than applied to (1.1). Using Eve.? cp 11 = 1, we arrive at 
xN(P) - xN(P,) = E [e11 - xN(P,)]cpv(P), (2.10) 
11EJ 
a,,,. = (2 - E,]cp,.(P,) + 2 ls k(P., P)cp,.(P)dpS, (2.11) 
E, .- E 2 r k(P., P)cpv(P)dpS. 
veJ ls 
In other words, applying the quadrature rule 
1 f(P)dpS,.., L J(Qµ)wµ 
S µEJ 
(2.12) 
to (2.9) yields the approximation 
[2 - E1°]cp,.(P,) + 2 L k(P., Qµ)cp,.(Qµ)wµ, + a,,,. .- (2.13) 
µEJ 
E+ 
• 
.- L 2 L k(P,, Qµ)cp11(Qµ)wµ 
11EJ µEJ 
for a,,,.. Thus our discretized collocation method consists in seeking XN := E.eJ e.cp. 
satisfying Afe.e = 1/, Afe. :=(a+ ), ,.eJ· It remains to introduce the nodes and weights in (2.12). .... • _, 
2.4 The quadrature rules 
Let us define the quadrature rule (2.12) for the discretization of (2.11). This rule will 
stron?ly depend on the collocation point P, though we suppr"'.ss this dependen.c~ in the 
notation of (2.12). Thus we fix the collocation point P, E 51. and start by g1vmg the 
quadrature nodes and weights over a triangle 5; of case a). The underlying mesh _of nodes 
will be of the form { ~;(st, sf), k = o, ... , M&, l = o, ... , M#}. The mesh { ~'(sk, s1)} 
(i.e. the choice st = s1., sf = si) given in Sect.2.1 is graded in the vicinity of the 
vertex P_ and of the edge PQ. However the grading near the edge is only in ~he direct~on 
perpendicular to the edge. After a slight modification ( cf. the subsequent mtroduct1on 
of sf' k = Moo,···, M#), this is sufficient for the quadrature of the integral over the 
kernel function if the source point P, is close to p or far from PQ. If P, is close to PQ 
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and far from P, then we need a further mesh grading near P, in the direction parallel to 
the edge. 
Thus we proceed as follows. We fix an integer i. ~ 1, and retain the notation of 
Sk in (2.2). We enlarge the partition { Sk : k = 0, ... , M00 } by i. + 1 additional points 
between SM00 and SM00 _ 1 such that the partition is uniform over the set [-M00h, O] and 
that the values exp Sk for the additional nodes Sk form a urliform partition over the 
interval [O, exp(-M00 h)] 3 4 In other words, we introduce 
S# ·-k .-
Sk 
-(Moo - l)h 
-Mooh 
-M00 h + log[l - (k - M 00 - 1)/i.] 
-00 
I· 
if k = 0, 1, ... , Moo - 1 
if k =Moo 
if k =Moo+ 1 
if k = M 00 + 2, ... , M 00 + i. 
if k = M# := M 00 + i. + 1 . 
If Si = Si• or if Si n Si· = 0 or if Si n Si· = { P}, then we choose M& := 
M#' sr := st' k = 0, ... 'M&. For the case Si n Si· = PQ, we define s# := Sk, 
for P, = (l>i•(sk,, si.). Clearly, CI>i(s#, 0) is the orthogonal projection of P, onto PQ. 
Then the grid { exp(st), k = 0, ... , M00 } has a geometric mesh refinement near 0 
and {exp(s#) ± exp(s#) exp(sk), k = 0, ... , M00 } n [O, 1] has this kind of refinement 
near exp(s#). We choose {sr, k = O, ... ,M&} such that {exp(sr), k = 0, ... ,M&} 
is the union of {exp(st), k = O, ... ,M#} and {exp(s#) ± exp(s#)exp(sk), k = 
0, ... , Moo} n [exp(sft#_;.), 1] and that O = s~ > sr > ... > st.& = -oo. Now, for 
the integration in one direction, Simpson's formula yields 
3 We remark that this partition of [O, exp(-M00 h)] into i. subintervals is introduced in order to 
obtain a small ratio [exp(sf )-exp(sf+l)]/ exp(sM00 -i} fork= Moo+ 1, ... , M# -1. This is necessary 
to guarantee that, for sufficiently large i., the discretized collocation is a small perturbation of the 
collocation method and thus stable. In practical computations the choice i. = 1 has been sufficient. 
Though with this choice the discretized collocation is not a small perturbation of the collocation anymore, 
it should be possible to prove stability for the discretized collocation analogously to the proof presented 
here for the semi-discretized collocation. 
4 Note that [-oo, -M00 h] is just the set, where the functions 'Pk" 00 •0 , k = 0, ... , M 00 - 1 vanish and 
If';;:,'° is identically equal to one. 
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k=O 
Finally, the nodes and weights for the quadrature over Si are given by5 
ls; J(P)dpS = /_000 /_000 f(~i(s, t))e28et IPQ x QRI dsdt (2.15) 
2M"-1 2M#-1 1- -1 
rw {; ~ f(~i(r.1:, u1))e.,."wfw~ PQ x QR . 
Similar rules can be obtained for the subdomains of the other cases or for the parametriza-
tions of Remark 2.1 and we omit the details. Let us mention only that, if Si is of type 
b), then a rule similar to (2.15) can be formed with the partition {sf} ins- direction 
and with a uniform partition in t- direction. In case c) the mesh in edge direction will 
be the union of a uniform mesh and a geometrically graded mesh, where the orthogonal 
projection of P, onto the edge is the accumulation point of the geometric mesh. The 
mesh in perpendicular direction is {sf}. For case d), uniform meshes are sufficient. 
Collecting the quadrature rules over all subdomains Si together, gives the rule denoted 
by (2.12). 
2.5 The modified method 
Similar to the stability proof for double layer equations over curves with corners 
( cf.[2, 9, 15, 24]), the stability of the collocation and its discrete version hinges upon 
the invertibility of some "finite section" operators and their discretizati.~ms. Here the 
"finite ~ection" operators are nothing else but the double layer operators A:= I +2W5P, 
where Sp := Sp \Up, Sp is the tangent cone of Sat.PE Sand Up is a certain neigh-
borhood of P. Though in the one-dimensional case these finite section operators can 
be shown to be invertible, their invertibility in the two-dimensional case has not been 
proved yet. Therefore, we should introduce a ~odified collocation which can be shown 
to be stable without an assumption on the "finite sections". Let us remark, however, 
that this modification is of similar nature as in the one-dimensional case. In other woras, 
the modification is recommended only if in numerical computations for the unmodified 
method an instability is discovered. Though the modification forces stability and shows 
the same asymptotic rates of convergence, we expect it to produce larger errors. For-
tunately, in all our numerical tests no instability has been observed for the unmodified 
collocation. 
6 ln practical calculations the meshsize can be a little bit larger. This means that we start with a 
uniform mesh over [st#-i., so] the mesh width of which is two times h or four times h. Following the 
above procedure we get a suitable quadrature rule. 
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In order to motivate our modification, let us remark that, roughly speaking, the 
matrix of the collocation (2. 7) is a block Toeplitz matrix ( cf. Sect.3), i.e. the restriction of 
a discrete convolution operator. The invertibility of the convolution operator is not hard 
to show. However, the invertibility of a block Toeplitz operator is a difficult problem. 
The idea of the modification is to multiply the Toeplitz matrix by a diagonal matrix 
whose entries are the values of a certain smooth cut off ful\ction. Whereas the Toeplitz 
matrix is a restriction of the convolution operator corresponding to the "finite section" 
of the double layer operator obtained by multiplying with a characteristic function, the 
new matrix corresponds to a "finite section" realize·tf1by multiplication with a smooth 
cut off function. For more details we refer to Sect.3. Now we shall define the modified 
method in a formal way. Let T : lR --+ JR+ denote a smooth cut off function with 
T(t) = 0 for t ~ 0 and T(t) = 1 for t sufficiently large. We introduce v : 8 --+ JR+ by 
if 5; is of type a) and b) 
if 5; is of type c) and d). 
Let P denote a vertex of 8. For XN = E.eJ {,cp., we define x~ = E.eJP(l - v)(P,){,cp., 
where JP is the set of all t = (j, k, l) E J such that P E 5; and k < M 00 • In view of 
E.e.JI' cp, = 1, we introduce 1~ := E.eJP(l -v)(P,)cp,. Then the modification of method 
(2.7) consists in seeking an approximate solution XN = E~e.JI' {,cp, satisfying 
{ 
(2Wsx~)(P,) - XN(P)(2Wsl~)(P,) 
(AxN)(P,) -
0 
= y(P,), t E J. 
if P, E 5k and 
5k contains the 
vertex P-:/: P, 
else, 
(2.16) 
For the discretization of the modified collocation (2.16), we observe that the integral 
(Wsx~)(P,) - xN(P)(Wsl~)(P,) =ls k(P., Q)[x~(Q) - XN(P)l~(Q)]dQ8 
has already the "subtraction" form and can be computed by the quadrature rules men-
tioned in Sect.2.4. For the corresponding entries in the stiffness matrix of the discretized 
and modified collocation method, we get 
-2 E k(P., Q,.)(1 - v)(P,.)cp,.(Q,.)w,. 
µEJ 
E 2 E k(P., Q,.)(1 - v)(P.,)cp.,(Q,.)w,. 
vEJ'P µEJ 
0 
if P, E 5k., P,. E 5k,. 
such that 5k. n 5k,. 
contains a vertex P, 
P,.-:/: P-:/: P, 
if P, E 5k, such 
that 5k, contains 
the vertex 
P = P,.-:/: P, 
else. 
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3 LOCAL STABILITY IN THE VICINITY OF A VERTEX 
3.1 Collocation over a cone 
Stability and convergence of the m~thods (2.7) and (2.16) will follow from a localization 
principle. Therefore, we shall first consider the stability for a local representative, i.e. for 
the corresponding method applied to the double layer equation over the infinite tangent 
cone at the vertices. Thus let n denote an infinite polyhedral cone with vertex P = 0 
and let S stand for an. In accordance with Sect.2 we shall introduce the corresponding 
variants of collocation methods for Ax= y, A:= I +2W8 . These methods coincide with 
those of Sect.2 in the vicinity of the vertex and represent natural continuations from this 
vicinity to the whole infinite cone S. After the definition of the methods, we shall show 
their stability in Sects. 3.2-3.4. 
We start with a coarse partition S = uf =I Si of S into a finite number of infinite 
plane sectors. Here we suppose that there exist two kinds of sectors. In case a) we 
assume that the corner of Si is the vertex P of the cone and that Si contains exactly 
one edge of S. In case b) we suppose that the corner of Si is P, but Si contains no edge 
point different from P. We choose points Q and R on Si such that the half axes running 
from P through Q and R, respectively, form the boundary of Si and that Q is an edge 
point for case a). Moreover, for neighbours Si1 and Si2, we assume that the points Q or 
Rat the joint boundary axis coincide. Similarly to (2.1) we set 
<bi: Di { [-oo, oo] x [-oo, OJ in case a) --+Si, {3.1) .- [-oo, oo] (0, 1] in case b) x 
{ - -((>i(s, t) e8 PQ +eset QR in case a) .-
- -e8 PQ +e8 t QR in case b). 
Retaining the notation of Sk, tk, h, Mc:x,, Mo of (2.2) and setting Uk := -h(k-1), k E Z 
as well as s'f = Uk for k = 1, O, -1, ... and s'f := Sk for k = 2, 3, ... , M 0c,, we define ~he 
collocation points Pi,k,l := ((>i(s'f,si), k = Moo,Moo -1, ... , l = O, ... ,M00 f?r S1 of 
case a) and by Pi,k,l := ((>i(s'f, t1), k = Moo, Moo _ 1, ... , z = O, ... , Mo for S1 of case 
b ). By J we denote the set of all indices t = (j, k, l), where we identify those indices ti 
and £2 for which the point P,1 = P,2 is on an edge. In order to define the trial functions, 
~e retain the definitions of r.p-oo,o and r.po,i in {2.4) cwd set r.p;00 •00 (s) := r.p(s/h + k - 1) 
if~ E Z. Fort= (j, k, l) E J and (s, t) E Di, we introduce the bivariate tensor product 
splme 
r.p,(((>i(s, t)) := r.pM':,•0 (s) in case a) and if k =Moo { 
r.pk"00 ' 00 (s) r.p/00 •0 (t) in case a) and if k <Moo 
r.pk" 00' 00 (s) r.p?•1(t) in case b) and if k <Moo 
r.pM':,•0 (s) in case b) and if k =Moo· 
(3.2) 
~ow the corresponding collocation method (CM) over the polyhedral con~ S is again 
given by (2.7). Moreover, defining xP and 1P as in Sect.2.5 but with the mdex set J 
introduced in this section, the modifled coll:Cation (MC) over the cone is given again 
by (2.16). Of course, these methods lead to an infinite system of equations and are of 
theoretical interest only. Beside them we shall introduce another version (IC), where we 
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define an infinite dimensional space of trial functions even in the neighborhood of the 
vertex P. Namel)'.', let us define Pi:k,I := «bi(u1c, s1), k _E Z, l = 0, ... , M 00 for Si of case 
a) and Pi:k,I := «b'(u1c, t1), k E Z, l = 0, ... , Mo for S3 of case b). By J• we denote the 
set of all indices t = (j, k, 1), where again those indices t1 and t2 are identified for which 
P,: = P,~ is on an edge. Now, fort= (j, k, l) E J• and (s, t) E Di, we define the splines 
~ . 
"'(<bi( t)) ·= { 'Pk°00' 00 (s) 'Pl00 '0 (t) /in case a) 
<p, s, · ip;;00•00 (s) <p?'1(t) in case b). (3.3) 
Using these functions, we consider the collocation method IC approximating the exact 
solution x = A-1y by the solution XN = E.eJ• e.<p: of AxN(P;) = y(P;), LE J"'. Note 
that the stiffness matrix AN := (a:,ic)i,iceJ•, a:,ic := Aip:(P;) of this method takes the 
form of a block convolution matrix ( cf. Sect.3.2). The matrix AN of method CM is 
the truncation of AN, i.e. the Toeplitz matrix corresponding to the convolution matrix 
AN, and the matrix A~ of MC is another modification of AN. We shall start with the 
stability analysis for method IC and, from this, we shall derive the stability of CM and 
MC. 
3.2 Stability of the method IC 
First let us prove the stability in the space C(S). The method IC is called stable if the 
approximate operators AN are invertible for h sufficiently small and if the sequence of 
inverse operators is uniformly bounded with respect to h. Since 
(3.4) 
we have to consider boundedness and stability of the approximate operators AN in 
the supremum norm. Taking into account that Pi:k,I = e-(k-l)h Pi:l,h 'PJ,k,1( Q) -
ipj,1,1(eCk-l)hQ) and Wsx(t · Q) = [Wsx(t·)](Q), we conclude a(i,,k.,l,),(i,.,k,.,I,.) -
a(i.,1,1,),(j,.,k,.-k,+1,1,.) and 
A!v = ( AN,1c,-1c,.) k,,k,.eZ' AN,k := ( a(;,,1,1,),(j,.,k+i,1,.)) (j,,1,),(j,.,l,.)EA' (3.5) 
where A stands for the index set of all (j, l) with j = 1, ... , J and with l = 0, ... , M 00 
for Si of type a) and l = 0, ... , Mo for Si of type b). Of course, we identify those 
indices A1 = (ii, li) and A2 = (h, 12) which correspond to one and the same edge point 
Pcj1 ,1,11 ) = Pcj2 ,1.12). From (3.5) we conclude that AN is a discrete convolution operator. 
Let us denote by A(w) its symbol function [-11", 11"] 3 w t-t A(w) := l:1cez eiwk AN,k E 
2"(l00 (A)). It is a well known fact that the invertibility of A(w) is necessary for the 
invertibility of AN. Moreover, together with some other properties of the symbol the 
invertibility of A(w) will imply the invertibility of AN and the uniform boundedness of 
(AN )-1 • Therefore, we start by showing the invertibility of A(w ). We conclude 
(3.6) 
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where the following notation is used. By Pc;,,l.) we denote the points Pc;,,1,) := Pt;.,1,1,) 
of the curve r := {cl>;(O, t): j = 1, ... , J, t E [-oo, 0) for Si of type a) and t E [O, 1) for 
5; of type b)} ~ 8. The functions 'P(;,.,l,.) over rare defined by 
cp( · l )(cl>j,. (0 t)) ·= 'PI,. { -co,O(t) 3,.,,. ' • O,l(t) cp,,. 
if 5;,. is of type a) 
if 5;,. is of type b ), (3.7) 
and the function 9N over [O, oo) is given by gr;,(s) := LkeZ eiwkcpk"fi'00 (s). Finally, we let 
9N ® 'P(j,l) stand for the tensor product function 8 3 cl>;(s, t) 1-+ gr;,(s) · 'P(;,l)(ci>i (0, t)). In 
other words, the symbol A(w) is nothing else than the stiffness matrix of the collocation 
with node points { P~, >. E A} and trial functions { cp ~, >. E A} applied to the operator 
Ar E .2'(C(r)), 
A[.J(P) := A(gN- ® J)(P). 
Introducing the integral operators Kr;, and KW over r by 
KN-f(P) .- fr kN-(P, Q)f(Q)dqr 
Kw f(P) .- fr kw(P, Q)f(Q)dqr 
kr;,(P,cI>i(O,t)) .- 2 fm k(P,ci>i(s,t)):~~~~e28 1 PQ Ids, 
kw(P, ci>i(O, t)) .- 2 fm k(P, cl>;(s, t))eiwse28 1 PQ Ids, 
we can prove the following properties of the operator Ar· 
(3.8) 
{3.9) 
(3.10) 
LEMMA 3.1 i} The operator Ar takes the form Ar= gr;,(O){J+KN-} and is invertible 
for any-71" $ w $ 71" if only N,..., Re1122i1ev is sufficiently large. The norms ll(Ai\r)-1 11 
are even uniformly bounded with respect to N. 
ii} The kernel kr;, satisfies lkN-1 $ lk~I and, if we restrict the operator I<'J,, to the 
neighborhood rl of a corner of r, then llI<'Jvlr1 11 <i. 
iii} For any 6 > 0 fixed and N--. oo, there holds 
sup lkN-(P, Q)I --. O, 
IP-QI> 6 
W > ·2-i1ev/2 
sup 
P,QEr 
W $ 2-i1ev/2 
lkN-(P, Q) - kwlh(P, Q)I - O. 
iv} The function gN- satisfies gN-(0) > o, lgN-(s)/gN-(O)I $ 1 and, for N --+ oo, 
SUPsell,w9-i1evt2 lg/Hs)/gN-{O) - eisw/hl --+ 0. 
v) The operator function [-7r,7r] 3 w 1-+ Ar is continuously differentiable with respect 
tow. 
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PROOF: iv) If Fr.p is the Fourier transform of the B-spline r.p, then we get 
r.p( O") 
r.p(u + k) 
Replacing u by s/h in the last equality and substituting this into the definition of g'N, 
we arrive at 
g'N(s) _ E-1-j"' {E(Fr.p)(t + 27rl)e-i21rls/he-its/h} e-itkdteiwk 
kEZ V2i -'lr leZ 
- V21rE(Fr.p)(27rl + w)e-i21rls/he-iws/h (3.11) 
IEZ 
for -h/2 $ s $ h/2. Note that in the last step we have used the formula for the inversion 
of the Fourier series expansion. The choices= 0 in (3.11) and Fr.p ~ 0 yield g'N(O) > 0 
as well as 
'
g'N(s) I= l'E1ez(Fr.p)(27rl + w)e-i21rls/he-iws/h I< 1. 
g]V(O) E1ez(Fr.p)(27rl + w) -
The last assertion of iv) follows from °Ekez r.p( s + k) = 1 and the compactness of the 
support of r.p. 
iii) The second assertion of iii) is a consequence of iv) and of the boundedness of 
fr lkR,(P, Q)ldqr following from A~ E 2(C(r)). In order to prove the first assertion, it 
will be sufficient to show fmf(s)g]V(s)ds--+ 0 for smooth functions f, w > 2-;i.v/2 , and 
N --+ oo. Since smooth functions can be approximated by piecewise constant ones, we 
may suppose that f is the characteristic function of the interval [A, B] ~ JR. If k is the 
greatest integer less than -A/h + 2 and l the smallest integer greater than -B/h - 2, 
then we get 
{B k B 1-1 
JA g'N(s)ds = ;f.4 eiwj L r.p(s/h + k)ds + jf.l eiwj Im r.p(s/h + k)ds 
1+4 B 1-1 
+ t; eiwj L r.p(s/h + k)ds = O(h) + h jf.l eiwj 
I {B g"' (s)dsl $ O(h) + h 1 . = O(r;i.v/2). JA N ll - e'"'I 
ii) The first assertion follows easily from iv) and gR, = 1. The second one is a consequence 
of the well-known estimate ll2Ws1 II < 1 valid for the boundary S1 of a wedge. 
i) The representation of Ar is obvious from the definition of Ar and K'N. If w > 2-;i.v/2 , 
then the first assertion of iii) and ii) imply llI<'Nll < 1 and Ar is invertible. On the other 
hand, for w $ 2-iiev/2 , the second assertion of iii) leads to llK'N - Kw/hll --+ 0. Thus, in 
view of g'N(O)--+ 1, we conclude llAr - (I+ Kwfh)ll -+ 0. Since I+ Kw/h is the Mellin 
symbol of A E 2(C(S)) and since the latter is invertible (cf.[32]), Ar is invertible, too. 
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v) Since the absolute value of the function 8..,g'N( s) = i LA:ez eiwk kcp( s / h + k) grows only 
slightly faster than lg'N(s)I as lsl--. oo, the boundedness of 8..,Ar is not hard to show . 
• 
LEMMA 3.2 i} The collocation operator A(w) E 2(l00 (A)) is invertible for any-11' :5 
w :5 11' if only N is large enough. The norms llA(w)-1 11 are uniformly bounded with 
respect to N and tow. 
ii) The operator Junction [-11', 11'] 3 w 1-+ A( w) is continuously differentiable with re-
spect tow. 
PROOF: i) Let PN denote the interpolation projection of C(f) onto the linear hull of 
{cp>., ..\EA} interpolating at the points {P>., ..\EA}. Then PNf = L:>.eA f(P>.)tP>., where 
tP>.(P,.) = b>,,,.. This projection exists and is uniformly bounded for large N. To see this 
it is sufficient to show the uniform boundedness of the matrices (cp;;00 •0(s1))1,k=O, ... ,M00 and 
(cp~'1 (t1))1,k=O, ... ,Mo· In view of the theorems on finite section operators (cf. e.g.Chapt.4 of 
(28]), it remains to prove the invertibility of (cpi:00' 00 (v1))1,k=O, ... E 2(100 ), where v1 := s1 
forl = O, 1 and V/ = u,forl = 2, 3, .... Note that (cp;;00•0(s1))1,k=O, ... ,M00 is a finite section of 
(cpi:00 ' 00 (v1))1,k=O, ...• However, the last matrix is the perturbation of an invertible Toeplitz 
matrix by a finite rank operator. Hence, it will be sufficient to show that the null space of 
the matrix in 100 is trivial. Now it is not hard to prove that any cubic spline over (vo, v2] 
vanishing at vo, Vi, v2 admits exactly one continuation as a cubic spline vanishing at the 
other nodes VA:, k = 3, . . .. This function of the null space of the matrix is bounded if 
and only if the function is identically zero. Thus the null space in 100 is trivial and PN 
is uniformly bounded. 
For the interpolation basis { t/J>.}, we get tP>. = L:,.eA b>,,,.cp,. with b>.,>. = 1 if P>. is a corner 
p~int of r. Moreover, bc;1,1i),(i2h) = o if j 1 =f:. h and p(i1,,1) and Pc;2 .12> do not c?incide 
with one and the same corner point of r or if ii = j 2 and P(h.12) is a corner pomt but 
P(i1,/i) is not. From Lemma 2 of (2I], we deduce lbc;,i1),(ih)I :::; ce-<lli-12 1, where c > 0 and 
e: > 0 are independent of j, 11 , 12 , and N. The collocation operator A(w) := PNArlimPN 
is given in (3.6) by its matrix representation with respect to the bases { cp >., ..\ E A} and 
{t/J>., ..\ E A}. To prove stability, we write Ar in the form Ar = g'N(O){I + TJV +Rf.}, 
where TJV = L:~;1 Xml K'Nxml and Xm denotes a tut off function which is identically 
equal to one in a vicinity of the m-th corner of r and identically zero in the vicinities of 
the other corners. From Lemma 3. I we conclude that R"' is a small perturbation of the ~ollectiv:~y c~mpact famil~ of operators L:~;1 [I - Xm]I K"'lhxml + J<"'lh[I - L:~;l Xm]I ~~ W:::; 2 Jlev/ • For w > 2-3iev/2 , the operator Rf. is small. Furthermore, from Lemma 3.I 
u) we conclude that (I +TJV) is invertible. Hence, by standard arguments (cf.e.g. Chapt.:i 
of (28]), it is sufficient to prove stability for PN(I + TJV)limPN instead of PNArlimPN· 
Now ':e ~efine P'J.,f := L: f(P>.)tP>. and P'fv := pN _ P'j.,, where the summation run_s over 
those mdices ..\ E A for which p>. is an edge point. We observe that, correspondmg to 
the splittin? im PN = im P'Jv EB im P'fv, the operator PN(I + TJV)limPN has the matrix 
representation 
P (I+ T"')I ( IlimP1 0 ) (3.I2) 
N N imPN = P'JvTJVlimPi P'Jv(I + TJV)limPJ, . 
Consequently, it suffices to prove p2 (I+ T"')I· 2 to be stable. Let us introduce IN:= 
2 N N imPN 
PNI and let INI stand for the operator of multiplication by IN. Next we shall show 
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ll(INI - Pfe.)TNPfe.11 - 0 for N - oo. If this is done, then the stability of Pfe.(I + 
TN)limP2 follows from 
N 
{ Pfe.(J + [INJ)TN)-1 limP1} { Pfe.(I + TN)limP1} =~ 
IlimP1 + PJ.(I + [INI)TJV)~1 (PJ. - INI)TJVlimP1• 
llPfe.(I + [INI)TJV)-1 (Pfe. - INI)TJVlimP111 -t-+ 0. 
Here we have used the existence of (I+ [INI)T,K:)-1 which can be shown as follows. We 
observe IN = I - E t/J>.., where the summation runs over all A E A such that P>.. is a 
corner point of r. Especially, IN is uniformly bounded. Moreover, from b>..,>.. =I and the 
exponential decay of b>..,,. we conclude that, for any f > 0, there exists a positive integer L 
such that {PE rnsj: IN(P) > I+e} is contained in {<I>i(o, t): UMoo+2 < t < UAfoo-d· 
The diameter of the last set divided by its distance to the corner point <f>i(O, -oo) can 
be estimated by 0( (expuM00-L-expuM00+2)/ expuM00+2) and tends to 0 for N - oo. 
Thus the angle under which the set {PE rnSi: IN(P) >I +e} is seen from any point 
of r tends to zero. Using this fact and the interpretation of the integral of the double 
layer kernel k0 = k'J..J as an angle, we obtain llTN[INJJll ~ I - S for a small S > 0 and 
sufficiently large N. Hence, the spectral radius p( TJV[INI)) = p( [INI)TJV) is less than 
one and I+ [INI)TJV is invertible. 
In order to prove ll(INJ - Pfe.)TJVPfe.11 - 0, we take a point R = <f>i(O, un) in the 
support of IN and suppose without loss of generality that Si is of type a). From the 
exponential decay of the coefficients b,.,>.., we infer that, for any e > 0, there exists an 
integer L > 0 independent of R, N and an integer ln depending on R, N such that 
E11-IRl>L lt/J(j,l)(R)I < e. The definition of IN implies 
TJVP'j. J ( P,. )tf;,.( R) 
= [TJVP'j.J(R) - TJVP'j.J(P,.)] ,,P,.(R) 
tcEA: 1/J,.Eim Ph 
= E1 + E2, (3.I3) 
where E1 is the sum over all K. = (j, l) with ll - lnl ~ L and E2 that over the rest. 
Obviously, IE2l ~ 2 llTJVll f llPfe.Jll. For K. from the summation in Ei, we get IR -
P,.l/dist(RP,., <f>i(O, oo)) - 0 for N - oo. Setting x := (g'tJ/g'N(O)) ® Pfe.J, we get 
II<';,PJ.J(R) - I<';,PJ.J(P,.)I 
(3.I4) 
where c is a certain constant. From the last estimate it is not hard to deduce that 
ITJVPfe.J(R) - TJVPfe.J(P,.)l/llPfe.fll - 0 for N - oo, and ll(INI - Pfe.)TJVP~ll - 0 
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follows from (3.13). 
ii) This assertion follows immediately from the corresponding assertion in Lemma 3.1 v) . 
• 
We have shown that the block convolution matrix Ai\r has a symbol which is contin-
uously differentiable and invertible6 on [-11", 11"] for N large enough. Moreover, the norms 
of the symbol, of its inverse, and of its derivative are uniformly bounded with respect 
to N and w. Hence, the inverse symbol function belongs to the Wiener class and the 
Wiener norm is uniformly bounded with respect to N. All these facts together imply 
that Ai\r is invertible and the inverse is uniformly bounded. In other words, the stability 
of the method IC with respect to the supremum norm is proved. 
The proof for the £ 2 stability runs analogously. Instead of (3.4) one starts from 
an estimate including weighted 12 norms. Thus the stability of the collocation matrix 
IC in these weighted norms is equivalent to the 12 stability of the matrix multiplied 
by weights. This new matrix is a convolution matrix, too. A corresponding version of 
Lemma 3.1 holds, where g'N is to be defined including the additional weights from the 
norm equivalence and the operator I + Kw/h is to be replaced by the £ 2 Mellin symbol 
(cf. [17]). For the boundedness and invertibility of the convolution matrix in the l.2 case, 
it is sufficient to show the boundedness of the symbol A(w) and of its inverse A(w)-1 • 
This can be shown with the arguments of the proof to Lemma 3.2. We note only that 
the interpolation projection PN is not bounded anymore and, therefore, the uniform 
boundedness of the collocation matrix must be proved additionally. Estimates similar to 
(3.14) prove that PJ,,(I + TiV)limP1 is a small perturbation of the Galerkin operator. 
3.3 Stability of the method CM 
Let us consider the method CM (cf. Sect.3.1) for the operator A= I +2Ws E .sf(L2(S)) 
and the corresponding matrix AN acting in the space of vectors e endowed with the norm 
ll{e.}11* == 11 E e.c,o.llL2cs>· 
•EJ 
For the formulation of the stability theorem, we need a notation. We set S' := {(pi ( s, t) : 
j = 1, ... , J, (s, t) E Di, s ~ O} and let A' stand for the double layer operator A' = 
I+ 2Ws1 E .sf(L2(S')). 
THEOREM 3.3 The method CM applied to the double layer operator A = I+ 2Ws over 
the boundary S of an infinite polyhedral cone is stable if and only if the ''finite section" ' 
operator A' is invertible. 
PROOF: a) The proof of the sufficiency is analogous to that of Theorem 2.1 in (31]. Let us 
denote by to the index from J such that P,0 = O is the vertex of S. We set Jo = J \ {to} 
and define the interpolation projection PN 7 mapping the set of piecewise continuous 
functions over S onto the linear hull of {c,o,: i E J 0 } by PNf(P,) = f(P,), t E Jo. The 
existence of this projection follows by the arguments at the beginning of the proof to 
Lemma 3.2. We introduce AJ..r := (aic,,)ic,•EJo as well as AN:= (aic,,0 )iceJ0 to get 
6 Note that the symbol, its derivative, and its inverse have coinciding limits at -7r and 7f. 
7This projection is different from that of Sect.3.2. 
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( A' A" ) AN = 0 2[f - dn(O)] · (3.15) 
Furthermore, by AN E 2(L2(SN)) we denote the double layer operator AN:= I +2W5 N, 
where sN stands for the truncated boundary SN := u.eJoSuppcp,. Obviously, RE sN 
is equivalent to eMcoh R E S'. Hence, by homogeneity argumen!s the invertibility of 
A' is equivalent to that of AN, and ll(AN)-1 11 = ll(A')-1 11. Now the image imPN can 
be identified with the space of functions over the set of interpolation points { P,} •EJl"o. 
Consequently, A# maps im PN into im PN . By Wi\r E 2( im PN) we denote the operator 
which can be obtained analogously to the definition of A~ if we start with Ws instead of 
A, i. e., Wi\r := 1/2(A#-J). For a function x on SN, we set XN := PNxllimPN· Finally, 
by x6 we denote the characteristic function of the set of points R E S whose distance to 
the set of edge points is less than IRID. Now, in view of Lemma 2.2 and of the proof to 
Theorem 2.1 in [31], all we have to show is that the following assertions are valid. 
i) The operators AKr and A# are uniformly bounded with respect to N. 
ii) Let D > 0, e > 0. Then, for N large enough, we get 11(1 - x 6)I[AN - A#JlimPNll <e. 
iii) There exist No > 0, Do > 0 such that , for N ;::: N0 and D ~Do, the operator 
[J + 2Wi\r(x6)N] E 2( im PN) is invertible and that the norms of the inverse oper-
ators are uniformly bounded. 
b) Let us show i) and start by proving that A# := PNAlimPN is bounded. In the last 
section we have sketched the proof of the fact that the matrix Aj\r is a block convolution 
operator with a bounded symbol function. Consequently, Aj\r is bounded. Since A# is 
just the restriction of Aj\r to a subspace defined by a truncation of the index set, A# 
is bounded, too. In order to prove the boundedness of AKr = PNAlspa.n{<i>•o}' we observe 
that 
l1' (~'(s t)) = L,.,k~Moo,l=O, •.• ,Mco 't'k 't'1 . { ~ -oo,oo(s) -oo,O(t) 
r•o ' ~ -00,00( ) O,l(t) 
. L,.,k~Mco,l=O, ... ,Mo 'f'k S 'f'l 
for Si of case a) 
for Si of case b ) . 
Hence, the matrix of PNAlapa.n{<i>.o} takes the form Aj\rbN with bN := (fJ,),eJ•, fJ, := 0 if 
t = (j, k, l) with k < M00 and fJ, := 1 if t = (j, k, l) with k ;::: M00 • Since the function 
E.eJ• iJ,cp: is in L 2(S) and Aj\r is bounded, the operator PNAlapa.n{<i>•o} is bounded, too. 
c) Let us prove assertion ii). Thus we have to prove that ll(l-x6 )I[AN-PNA)limPNll <e. 
We write (1- x 6)I[AN -PNA]limPN = 2(Te1 + Te2), where Tei := (1- x 6)1[(1NI)Ws-
PNWs]limPN, IN := PN I, and Te2 := (1 - x6)[1 - lN)lWs1 limPN· Let x := x(N), 
x := x(N), and x* stand for the characteristic functions of the sets Ui=t, ... ,J{~i(s,t): 
(s,t) E Di, UM00 -/ $ s $ UM00 +2}, Uj=l, ... ,J{4>i(s,t) : (s,t) E Di, u_, ~ s $ u2}, 
and Ui=t, ... ,J{~i(s,t): (s,t) E Di, 1/2 $ s $ 2}, respectively. Then we observe that 
1 - IN is a bounded function. Since the function 1/J,. of the interpolation basis defined 
by 1/J,.(P,) = D,,,., t, K. E ..9"0 satisfies an exponential decay estimate (compare the proof of 
Lemma 3.2), we conclude that, for a sufficiently large but fixed l, x(l - lN) - (1- lN) is 
small over S'. Hence, for 11Te2 11 $ e/4, it is sufficient to show that (1 - x 6)xl Ws has a 
small norm. By homogeneity arguments, we get 11(1- x 6)xl Wsll = 11(1- x 6)xl Wsll and 
ll(I-x6)xIWsll = llx(l-x6)x*IWsll- The last norm, however, tends to zero as N-+ oo 
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since (1 - x6)x* I Ws is compact and the operator of multiplication by x := x(N) tends 
strongly to zero. 
Let w+ denote the integral operator over s with the kernel function I k( Q' R) I which is the 
absolute value of the kernel of Ws and let 1/J, E im PN be defined by 1/J,(Pt<) = 8,,t<. In or-
der to estimate Te1, we consider an arbitrary R = ~i(sR,tR) E supp(l-x)nSi. From the 
exponential decay of the functions 1/J, we infer that there exist an integer L > 0 depending 
one and integers kR, IR depending on R, N, e such that E11-IRl>L, lk-kRl>L 11/Jc;,k,l)(R)I < 
e[l6llWsll]-1. We conclude 
e 
:5 gllPN/11 + L 
l1-1Rl$L 
lk-kRl$L 
Ws(PNJ)(R) - Ws(PNJ)(Pc;,k,1>) w+(IP Jl)(R)·'· . (R) 
w+(IPNJl)(R) N '1-'(3,k,1> , 
e 
:5 gllPNfll + c sup 
l1-1Rl$L 
lk-kRl$L 
Hence, it remains to estimate the supremum. We conclude 
[Ws(PNJ)(R) - Ws(PNJ)(Pc;,k,1>)] = fslk(R, Q) - k(Pc;,k,1)1 Q)]PNf(Q)dqS, 
IWs(PNJ)(R) - Ws(PNJ)(Pc;,k,1>)1 :5 
k(R,Q) ls 
(3.16) 
sup 'k(R, Q) - k(Pc;,k,1), Q) I f lk(R, Q)l IPNf(Q)ldQS, 
sup 'Ws(PNJ)(R)-Ws(PNJ)(Pc;,k,1))1 < 'k(R,Q)- k(Pc;,k,l)•Q)' (3.17) 
l1-1Rl$L W+(IPNfl)(R) _sup k(R,Q) ' 
lk-kRl$L 
where the last sup is taken over k, [ with jk _ kRI :::; L, ll - lRI :=:; L and over Q E S 
such that Q is not on the same face of S as Si. Now the estimate II Tei II :::; f./ 4 follows 
from (3.16) and the fact (cf. proof of Lemma 2.2 ii) in [31]) that the supremum on the 
right-hand side of (3.17) tends to zero if N-+ oo. • 
d) Let us consider assertion iii). By X~ we denote the characteristic function of the set 
of points R E S such that the distance of R to a given edge e of S is less than IRl8. 
Furthermore, let X2 stand for the linear span of all r.p" t E Jo such that X~(P,) = 1 
but P, does not belong to the edge e. Following the proof of Lemma 2.2 iiQ in [31], 
we o~ly have to show llPNx~IW,\,lx2 11<1/2. However, PNx~IW,\,lx2 = PNx~IWslx2, 
and it remains to prove llPNx~I Wslx2 II < 1/2. From the proof in Sect.3.2 we mfer that 
the last operator is the restricti<;>n of a convolution operator to a subspace defined by 
t~e truncation of the index set. The corresponding convolution operator has a symbol 
with norm less than one half. Since the restriction operator is of norm one and the 
Fouri~r transform is unitary in [2, we conclude llPNx~I Wslx2 II < 1/2. The proof of the 
sufficiency is finished. 
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e) Now let us assume that the method CM is stable. Then the sequence of matrices 
A}..r = PNAlimPN E .!l'(imPN) is stable, too. Let us introduce Tf for f E .!l'(L2(S)) by 
Tf(R) := f(exp(uM00+1)R). We observe TA= AT and that the interpolation projec-
tions Pfe. := T-1 PNT E .!l'(L2(S')) tend strongly to the identity. From the stability of 
T-1 A}..rT = Pfe.A'limPT and the strong limit T-1 A}..rT Pfe. - A', we conclude that the 
null space of A' is trivial. Since it is well known that A' isJ\'redholm and that Ind A'= 0, 
A' is invertible. · • 
3.4 Stability of the method MC 
THEOREM 3.4 For any polyhedral cone S, there exists a cut off function i such that 
the modified method (2.16} over the cone S is stable with respect to the supremum norm. 
PROOF: The collocation matrix AjV has been shown to be stable in Sect.3.2. Moreover, 
the matrix A~ splits into four block matrices analogously to AN in (3.15) and the stability 
of A~ will follow from that of the left upper block like the stability of AN from that 
of AJ..r. This left upper block matrix takes the form fJ1J + fJIJCvN E .!l'( im fJIJ), where 
C := AjV - I, fJ1J = (p,,,.).,,.eJ•, VN = (v,,,.).,,.eJ•, and 
if t = K. and t E .J'"0 v ·- { v(P,) 
else ' ,,,. .- 0 
if t = K. and t E .J'"o 
else 
From fJIJvN = VN, we infer that fJ1J + fJIJCvN E .!l'(im fJIJ) is invertible if and only if 
I+ CvN E .!l'(l00 (.Ji'"*)) is invertible. Hence, we only have to prove the next lemma. • 
LEMMA 3.5 i} The sequence of matrices BN := I+ CvN E .!i!'(l=) is stable if the 
operator G :=I+ 2Wsvol E .!l'(C(S)) is invertible, where v0 : S---+ JR.+ is giuen 
by vo(«P;(s, t)) := i(s). 
ii} Take a fixed cut off function T* {cfSect.2.5} and, for p > 0, define T(t) := T*(pt) 
as well as vo(«P;(s, t)) := i(s). Then there is a small p such that G is invertible. 
PROOF: i) The proof will follow from the localization principle of [19] and standard 
arguments ( cf. e.g. [28]). Let us introduce some notation. By Pf., we denote the pro-
jection onto the span of { c,o:, t E .Ji'"*} interpolating at { P,*, t E .Ji'"*}. Then we get 
P;.,f = E.eJ• f(P,).,P7 and P;., E .!l'(C*(S)) tends strongly to the identity if C*(S) is 
the space of all f E C(S) vanishing at zero and infinity. We introduce T f for f E C(S) 
by Tf(P) := f(exp(uM00 )R) and observe TP;., = Pf.,T as well as WsT = TWs. Though 
AjV is the stiffness matrix of the collocation operator P;.,AlimP,V with respect to the 
bases { c,o:}, { .,P;}, in the present proof we shall identify each matrix EN E .!l' ( 100 (.Ji'"*)) 
(e.g. EN = AjV, BN, fJ1J, VN) with that operator of .!l'( im P;.,) whose matrix representa-
tion with respect to the bases {Tep,}, {T.,P,} is EN. With this identification, we observe 
llvN - Pf.,vollimP,Vll ---+ 0 and get VNPN ---+ vol and BNP;., ---+ G. For any func-
tion X over S, we define the operator XN by P;.,xilimP,N.· Now suppose 1 = E~!,1 xi 
is a continuous partition of unity over S such that v0 is nearly equal to the con-
stant value vi on the support of Xi. Then the first candidate for the inverse of BN 
is Dkr := E~;!;,1 xh,(B~)-1, where B~ :=I+ Cvi. The existence and uniform bounded-
ness of B~ = Pf.,(I + 2viWs)limP.V E .2"'(100 ) follows analogously to the proof for AjV in 
Sect.3.2. We get 
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BND}., = L:(BN - Bfv)xhr(Bfv)-1 + ElBfvxhr - xhrBfv](Bfv)-1 +I 
= I+ E1 + E2, 
where E1 := L,(BN -Bfv )xhr(B~ )-1 is small by the smallness of vo -vi over t~e support 
of i. Moreover, [Bfvxhr - xhrBfv] = P,V2vi[WsxiJ - xiJWsJlimP,V - P,V2v'Ws(P,V -
J)xiJlimP• and I.:3 := L,~!,1 P,V2viW8 [(1-PN)xiJP,V](Bfv)-1 tends to zero in the operator 
no!m· The operator Ci := 2vi[WsxiJ - xiJWs] is compact. Setting D'j.., := D"Jv -
Ei!:1 P,VG-1CiP,V(Bfv)-1, we obtain 
BND'j.., = J+E1+E3+E4, 
I.:4 := 1:{PN -BNPNG-1 }CiPN(Bfv)-1 • 
Since Ci is compact and {P,V - BNP,VG-1 } tends to 0 strongly, we get llE411 ---+ 0 for 
N -- oo. In other words, BN has the uniformly bounded right inverse D'j..,{I + E1 + 
I.:3 + I.:4}-1. A similar right inverse exists for I+ A.CvN with 0 :$ A :$ 1. Thus I+ A.CvN 
is invertible for small A. and invertible from the right for 0 $ A. $ 1. This implies the 
invertibility of BN = I + A.CvN, A. = 1. 
ii) The operator volWs - W8 v01 is an integral operator with kernel 2k(R, Q)[vo(R) -
vo(Q)]. Using the interpretation of the integral of k as a solid angle and the smallness 
of the derivative of v0 for small p, we conclude that the commutator volWs - Wsvol 
is small for small p. This fact and ll(2Wslll < 1 - e for a large integer k and a small 
positive f (cf. [32]) imply ll(2W8 v0J)kll < 1- e/2. Hence, G :=I+ 2Wsvol E .sf(C(S)) 
is invertible. • 
4 GLOBAL STABILITY 
4.1 Local representatives for the global stability 
In the last section we have considered the vertex P = O, the tangent cone S of the 
polyhedron at this vertex and the corresponding double layer operator over the cone. 
For this operator, we have shown that the corresponding collocation is stable. The latter 
collocation operator is a local representative at P for the collocation operator of the 
method introduced over the polyhedron in Sect.2. Similarly, we have to analyze the 
stability of local representatives at all the other boundary points of the polyhedron. 
However, if we consider a point in the interior of a face, then the tangent cone is a plane, 
the double layer operator I + 2Ws is the identity, and the stability of the collocation 
method is trivial. Thus it remains to check the case of an edge point. We start with the 
definition of the corresponding collocation method. 
Let S denote the union of two half planes S = U~- S; with a common edge. We 3-l . 
assume that the edge S1 n S2 contains the points P = O and Q, and that R = R'' j =.. 1, 2 
is located in the interior of the face S;. Similarly to (2.1) we set 
~;: D; := [-oo,oo] x .[-oo,oo] -- S;, ~;(s,t) := s PQ +et QR . (4.1) 
Ret.aining the definition of h and sf from (2.2) and Sect.3.1 and setting sk := hk, k E Z, 
we mtroduce the collocation points p. k 1 ·- x..;(8 e 800 ) 3· - 1 2 k E Z, l =Moo, Moo -
,, I .- '\l' ,., I ' - ' ' 
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1, .... By J we denote the set of all indices t = (j, k, 1), where we identify those indices £1 
and t2 for which the point P,0 = P,2 is on the edge. In order to define trial functions, we 
retain the definitions of cp"k00' , cp"k00 '00 from Sects.2.2 and 3.1 and set cpk(s) := cp(s/h-k) 
if k E Z. Fort= (j, k, l) E J and (s, t) E Di, we introduce the bivariate tensor product 
1. • spme 
j •- T/i: Tl ' 00 { t'1e (s) M-oo,oo (t) 1 ' if [ < M 
cp,(cli (s, t)) .- cpk(s) cpA(':•0 (t) if l = M00 • (4.2) 
Now the corresponding collocation method (CM) over the boundary S of the wedge is 
given by (2. 7). Since the modification in Sect.2.5 is done only in the vicinity of vertices, 
the local representative for the modified collocation coincides with the just introduced 
representative of the unmodified method. 
THEOREM 4.1 The method (2. 7} applied to the double layer operator over the boundary 
S of a wedge is stable with respect to the supremum and L2- norms. 
PROOF: The proof is completely analogous to that in Sect.3.2. • 
Unfortunately, the collocation operator of the last theorem is a local representative 
of the collocation over a polyhedron only at those edge points, where the parametrization 
is smooth in edge direction. Let us consider a corner point P or Q of Si of type a) or 
type c) and suppose that the partition S = US; is chosen in such a manner that the 
first derivatives in edge direction of the two different parametrizations coincide at this 
point P or Q. For this case, the localized collocation is defined by the following trial 
functions and collocation points: We take the basis functions cp, which are contained in 
{clii(s,t): s $ O, j = 1,2} or in {clii(s,t): s;:::: 0, j = 1,2}. The other functions cp, are 
replaced by their restrictions to {clii(s,t): s $ 0, j = 1,2} and {clii(s,t): s;:::: 0, j = 
1, 2}, respectively. Additionally to the already defined collocation nodes, we introduce 
the collocation points clii(±h/2, s'{'), j = 1, 2, l = M 00 , M 00 - 1, .... It is not hard to 
derive that the matrix corresponding to this new collocation is a compact perturbation 
of the collocation in Theorem 4.1 and, therefore, it is a Fredholm operator with index 
zero depending on the meshsize h. To show its invertibility, however, seems to be a 
hard problem. This is just the reason why we have introduced the new parametrizations 
and the corresponding collocation nodes from Remark 2.1 together with the splines from 
Remark 2.2. Namely, for the collocation over the polyhedron based on Remarks 2.1 and 
2.2, the localized collocation at any edge point is the one mentioned in Theorem 4.1. So 
we suppose in our further consideration of this section that our collocation is defined as 
in Remarks 2.1 and 2.2. 
4.2 The localization principle 
Let us retain the notation of Sect.2 and consider the collocation (2. 7). For the boundary 
Sofa bounded polyhedron and~ vertex PE S, let Sp stand for the tangent cone of Sat 
P and clii, j = 1, ... , Jp for the corresponding parametrizations «Ii~: ni---+ S~ ~ Sp. 
These parametrizations are defined as in (3.1), and we suppose that the parametrizations 
of S coincide with the parametrizations of Sp on Sn Sp. Analogously to the definition 
of S' for the cone Sin Sect.3.3, let us int~oduce the truncated cone Sp for Sp. Define 
the function VP,o : Sp ---+ R+ by vp,o(cli~(s, t)) := T(s). Moreover, let us set Aj, := 
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I+ 2Wsp E 2(£2(8],)) and Gp:= I+ 2Wspvp,0 l E 2(C(Sp)). From the stability of 
the local representatives in the Sects.3 and 4.1 we conclude 
THEOREM 4.2 i} The method (2. 7} (defined as in Remarks 2.1 and 2.2) applied to 
the double layer operator over the boundary S of a polyhedron is L2-stable if, for any 
vertex P of S, the "finite section" operator A], is invertible. Moreover, the method {2. 7) 
remains stable if we replace the entries a,,,. by their discretizations at,.. In other words, 
the discretized collocation is L2-stable, too. 
ii} Consider the method {2.16} {defined as in Remarks 2.1 and 2.2) applied to the 
double layer operator over the boundary S of a polyhedron and suppose that the cut off 
function T is chosen such that the operators Gp are invertible for any vertex P of S. 
Then {2.16) is stable in the supremum norm. Moreover, the method (2.16} remains stable 
if we replace the entries by their discretizations a++ . 
.... 
PROOF: a) We start by proving that the discretized collocation operator AN- = 
( a~.J .. ,.e.J' is a small perturbations of the collocation operator AN = ( a,.,.),.,.e.J'. If this 
is done, then in the following part of the proof we only have to deal with the stability 
for the collocation without discretization step. The discretization step for the modified 
method can be treated analogously. 
For the sake of simplicity, we consider the quadratures corresponding to the parametriza-
tions of (2.1) instead of those of Remark 2.1. Thus let us estimate the error of the 
quadrature at applied to the integral in a,., •. For definiteness consider Si of type a). 
Set Set:= {<I>i(s, t): s~ '.5 s '.5 s~-u sr '.5 t '.5 sf:.1 } and, again for definiteness, suppose 
k '.5 M&. - i., l '.5 M# - i. . Denoting the quadrature nodes and Simpson weights of 
(2.15) over Set by Q; = <I>i(ui, ri) and O;, respectively, we arrive at 
l k(P,., P)r.p.(P)dpS - E k(P,., Q;)r.p.(Q;)O; = 
Set · 
(4.3) 
• 
r" 18# J,.,,"-1 #1- 1 [k(P,., P)ID<I>i(s, t)I - k(P,., P')ID<I>i(s', t')I) r.p,(P)dsdt -s,. s, 
~ [k(P,., Q;)ID<I>i(u', r')I - k(P,., P')ID<I>i(s', t')I) r.p,(Q;)O,, 
1 
where we have set P = <I>i(s, t) and where P' = <I>i(s', t') is a fixed point of Set. Note 
that we have used that our quadrature is exact for the polynomial r.p. over Set. The 
double integral on the right-hand side of ( 4.3) can be estimated by 
I " # 1;"-1 1~-1 [k(P,.,P)ID<I>i(s,t)l-k(Pl<,P')ID<I>i(s',t')I) r.p,(P)dsdtl '.5 
{ lk(P,., P)l lr.p,(P)ldpS { sup I k(P,., P') - k(P,., P) I+ 
lset PeSet k(P,., P) 
l
k(P,.,P')I llD<I>i(s,t)l- ID<I>i(s',t')ll} 
sup sup .( I . 
PeSet k(P,., P) PESet ID<J>J s, t) 
For the second term, we conclude 
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Repeating the estimation of Sect.2 in [31], we get 
(4.4) 
where the last ratio is small by the special choice of the partition in Section 2.4. Namely, 
the introduction of the additional points {exp( s#) ±exp( s#) exp( s1c), k = 0, ... , M00 } n 
[exp(st-#-i. ), 1] in the definition of the points { exp(st), k = 0, ... , M&} guarantees that 
the diameter of Set is small in comparison to the distance IP,. - Pl. From these and 
analogous arguments we derive 
Cc, 
'
k(P,.,P')I < sup c, 
PeSet k(P,., P) - (4.5) 
cc, 
'
k(P,.,P)'< sup , c 
PeSet k(P,., p) - (4.6) 
for arbitrary c > 0 if only N is sufficiently large. Using this and the estimate 
'
ID<Pi(s,t)l- ID<Pi(s',t')I' 'e2set - e2s'et' I 
sup . < c <eh, 
PeSet ID<PJ(s, t)I - e2set -
we get that 
I f k(P,., P)r.p,(P)dpS - L k(P,., Qi)cp,(Qi)O;I ~cc f lk(P,., P)l lc,o,(P)ldpS, k i k 
(4.7) 
and la,.,, - a;,,I is less than cc b,.,, with 
b,.,, :=ls lk(P,., P)l lc,o,(P)ldpS. 
Note that b,.,, is the entry of a collocation matrix corresponding to the integral operator 
w+ with the kernel lk(Q, P)I and using the ansatz functions lc,o.I instead of r.p,. The 
boundedness of the latter collocation operator follows analogously to the boundedness 
of the original collocation operator defined for A. Hence, the matrix (la,.,, - a;,,I),.,, has 
a norm less than cc and the proof of the fact that the discretized collocation is a small 
perturbation of the semi-discretized collocation is finished. 
b) Now we let AN stand for the collocation operator with matrix (a,,,.),,,. considered in the 
subspace span{cp., t E .F} ~ L 2(S) or for the modified collocation operator considered 
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in the subspace span{cp" t E J} ~ L 00 (S). For any point U of S, we denote the tangent 
cone by Su and consider the "corresponding" collocation for the double layer equation 
over Su. We denote the collocation points by P,u, t E JU, the basis functions by cp~. 
More exactly, the "corresponding" collocation is defined as follows: If U is a vertex, then 
we consider the method introduced in Section 3.1, where the parametrizations onto Su are 
the natural continuations of those defined in the vicinity of U E S. For U in the interior 
of a face of S, we take any set of points and any interpolation basis over the plane Su that 
coincides in a neighborhood of U with {P,} ~Sand the spline basis {cp,}, respectively. 
Using these splines as ansatz functions and these points as collocation knots we get the 
corresponding method over Su. Finally let us consider an edge point U. For definiteness, 
we suppose that U = 4.>;(tu,O) with S; of type a) and that 4.>;(sku_,O) is the colloca~ion 
point on the edge nearest to U. We define the parametrization 4.>i, onto the face Sf, of 
the wedge Su just as in Sect.4.1, where the points P =Pu and Q =Quin formula (4.1) 
are taken such that 88 4.>;(sku, 0) = 88 4.>h(O, 0) and 4.>;(sku, t) = 4.>h(O, t). With respect to 
this mapping, we consider the method of Section 4.1 to be the corresponding collocation 
method over Su. 
In any case, let Au,N stand for the matrix of the collocation method over Su, Pu,N for 
the projection Pu,N: C(Su)--+ span{cp~: t E J"k} interpolating at {P,u: t E J"k} 
and XU,N for the operator Pu,NXull;mPu,N if xu is a function over Su. Analogously we 
define PN and XN over S. Moreover, for the L 2 analysis, we denote the orthogonal 
projection onto the spaces imPu,N ~ L2(Su) and imPN ~ L2(S) by Qu,N and QN, 
respectively. For the analysis in the supremum norm, we simply set Qu,N := Pu,N and 
QN := PN. Now our theorem follows from the proof of Lemma 3.2 in [31] and the 
well-known Gohberg-Krupnik localization principle ( cf. [19]). We only have to verify the 
following assumptions. 
i) The operator ANQ N tends strongly to A. 
ii) If U E Sand Xu is a smooth function over Su with finite limit at oo, then there is 
a compact operator Tu such that 
[Au,N,XU,N] := Au,NXU,N - xu,NAU,N = Qu,NTulimPu,N + o(l) (N-+ oo). 
iii) If X is a smooth function over S, then there is a compact operator T such that 
[AN, XN] = QNTlimPN + o(l) (N-+ oo). 
iv) For any V E Sand any c > 0, there is a neighborhood Nv ~ Sn Sv of V such 
that 
llxNANXN - XNAv,NXNll ~ c (4.8) 
if X is a smooth function with lxl ~ 1 and support in Nv. 
v) For any VE S, the method with the approximate operator Av,N E 2(imPv,N}is 
stable. 
c) Assumption v) follows from the previous two sections. So let us start by proving iv). 
If Vis a vertex, then we choose Nv ~ U;,ves;{4>;(s, t): -oo ~ s ~ -1/2, -oo ~ t ~ O} 
and the norm in ( 4.8) is even zero. For a point V in the interior of a face, we choose 
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Nv on this face to be sufficiently small, and ( 4.8) holds again with e = 0. Thus we may 
suppose that V is an edge point. In a neighborhood of V we define <I> : st <-+ S; by 
<I>(<I>i(s,t)) := <I>;(skv +s,t) to get <I>(P(j,k,l)) = Pc;,kv+k,l) and <t'(j,kv+k,l) o<I> = 'PU,k,l)" 
We identify 'PU,k,l) with 'P(;,kv+k,l), and the term XNAv,NXN in (4.8) is to be understood 
via this identification. Thus we have to estimate a~v,,v - a,.,~, where a~v,,v := (I+ 
2Wsv)<t'~(P:V), a,.,,:= Acp,(P,.), and the indices 11:v,tv E JV,811:,t E .JP are connected 
by (j', k', l') = 11:v, (j', kv + k', l') = 11: and (j, k, l) = tv, (j, kv + k, l) = t. For simplicity, 
let us suppose Jl.f00 > l, M 00 > l' and k' > k. Now we conilude 
a,.,,= 2 j k(P,., P)cp,(P)dpS = 2 j k(<I>(P:V ), <I>(P))cp, o <I>(P)ID<I>(P)ldpS, 
a,.,, - a~v,,v = 2 j [k(<I>(P:V ), <I>(P))ID<I>(P)I - k(P:V, P)] cp, o <I>(P)dpS (4.9) 
Taking into account that the derivative of <I> at Vis the identity, we obtain I ID<I>(P)l -
11 $ e and l<I>(P) - PI $ elP - VI for a small prescribed e and for P from a 
small neighborhood of V. Moreover, if e stands for the edge {<I>i(s, -oo), -oo < 
s < O} n {<I>~(s, -oo), s E IR}, then it is not hard to verify that l[dist(<I>(P), e) -
dist(P, e)]/dist(P, e)I < e if P is taken from a small neighborhood of V. From these 
estimates we conclude (d. Section 2 of [31]) that 
l
k(<I>(P:V),<I>(P))-k(P:V,P)I < 
sup ( v ) ce Pesupp<pvv k P,.v, P -
. 
for any prescribed e > 0 and a sufficiently small neighborhood of V. Hence, the term on 
the right-hand side of (4.9) is less than ce J lk(P:V, P)l lcp~(P)ldpS, i.e., less than the 
entry of a bounded collocation matrix (for the boundedness cf. the arguments in Sect. 
3) multiplied by ce. Thus Av,N is a small perturbation of AN in the neighborhood of V, 
and iv) follows. 
d) Let us show i). For definiteness, let us restrict our considerations to the unmodified 
method. We first prove that the approximate operators AN:= PNAlimPN are uniformly 
bounded with respect to N. Note that the restriction of Ws acting between S1 ~ S 
and S2 ~ S is a compact and smoothing operator if the distance between S1 and S2 is 
positive. Thus it is sufficient to show that, for any V E S, there is a small neighborhood 
Nv of V such that AN restricted to Nv is bounded. This, however, follows from the 
boundedness of the local representatives and the assertion iv) which was just proved. 
Knowing the uniform boundedness of AN, it remains to show ANQ N f --. Af for any f 
from a dense subset. Hence, for the L2 convergence, we may suppose that f is smooth 
and vanishes in a neighborhood N1 of the edges. Again, Ws restricted to S \ N1 is 
smoothing, and ANQNf --. Af follows from the well-known results for the collocation 
applied to compact integral operators with smooth kernel. For the L00 convergence over 
a dense subset, we refer to the estimations in the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
e) Let us prove iii) for the unmodified method considered in the space L2(S) and C(S). 
We obtain 
[AN,XN] = PNAPNxllimPN - PNxIPNAl;mPN (4.10) 
- QNTlimPN + {PN - QN}TlimPN + PNA{PN - I}xll;mpN, 
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where T := [A,x] = Axl - xIA is bounded from C(S) or L2(S) to C(S) and compact 
as an operator acting in C(S) or. L2(S). (Note that the kernel l(P, Q) of Ax I - xl A is 
bounded by cc5IP- Ql-2 , where c5 denotes the distance from P to the plane Pl containing 
the face F of S such that Q E F. Hence, fp ll(P, Q)l2dQS is less than cc52 fF IP-Ql-4 $ 
cc52 f6<r r-3dr $c.) Consequently, ll{PN-QN }TlimPN II-+ 0. Namely, for a given e > o, 
let Xt-denote the characteristic function of a small neighborhood of the set of all edge 
points such that fs X1 $e. Then we arrive at 
ll{PN - QN}TPNfllh < J lxdPN - QN}TPN/12 +J1(1- x1]{PN - QN}TPN/12 
$ e ll{PN - QN}TPNfllioa + 11[1- X1]/{PN - QN }TPNflli2 
< ce llPN/lli2+11[1- x1]/{PN - QN}TPNflli2, 
where the second term on the right-hand side is bounded by ll[l-x1]/{PN-QN }TlimPNll2 
xllPN/lli2. However, 11[1 - x1]J{PN - QN}TlimPNll tends to zero since [1 - X1]T is a 
compact and smoothing operator. 
On the other hand, PNA{PN - I}xilimPN = 2PNWs{PN - I}xilimPN and l{PN -
I}xIPNf(P)I $ o(l) IPNf(P)I with o(l) ~ 0 as N ~ oo. Hence, 
llPNWs{PN - I}xIPNfll $ o(l)llPtw+ Ptlfl 11, 
where Pt f := E.eJ /(P.)ltli.I and .,P. E im PN is defined by .,P.(P,.) = 6,,,.. Since 
II Ptl/I II $ cllPN/11 and the collocation operator PtW+limP,it is bounded (repeat the 
arguments of part d)), the third term on the right-hand side of (4.10) tends to zero, too. 
Thus (4.10) implies iii) for the L2 space. The supremum norm estimate is similar. 
f) If we apply the just mentioned arguments to AN from the modified method, we get two 
additional terms QNTlimPNDN and FN, where DN := (d.,,.).,,., d,,,. := -[1 -:-- v(P.)]o.,ic 
and FN := u .... ).,ic with /.,IC := (2Wsl~)(P.)[x(Pic) - x(P.)] for P., P,. E 83 ' P. -=I Pie 
such that Pie is a vertex of S and with J.,ic := O else. However, multiplying by DN 
from the right restricts the weakly singular operator T to a small neighborhood of the 
vertices of S. Thus llQNTlimPNDNll tends to zero for N ~ oo. On the other hand, 
l[x(Pic) - x(P.)]I is small if P, is close to Pie and l(2Wsl~)(P,)I is small if P, is far from 
Pie. Hence, IJ.,icl is small and llFNll ~ O for N ~ 00• Consequently, iii) holds for the 
modified method, too. 
g) Using the arguments of the proof of Lemma 3.2 ii) in [31], assertion ii) will follow 
analogously to part e). • 
5 THE ASYMPTOTIC RATE OF CONVERGENCE 
Thro~ghout this section let us suppose that the right-hand side y of the boundary integral 
equation Ax = y is continuous on S and a coo_ function up to the boundary on each 
face of S. It is well known (cf. [25]) that, for any polyhedron, there exists a certain 
f3 E (0, 1) such that x = A-ly is in the Holder class co,p for any such smooth y. Recall 
the definition of the parameter ( and the meshsize h from (2.2). Then we get 
THEOREM 5.1 i} Let XN denote the solution of the discretized collocation, i.e., XN 
satisfies the equation (2.7 1 where the entry a is replaced by a+ defined in {2.13}. 
,, ~,£ ~,£ 
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Suppose this collocation method is stable (cf. Theorem 4.2 i} ). Then there is a constant 
c independent of N such that 
(5.1) 
In particular, if the parameter ( is greater than 8 log 2, then we get the estimate llx -
XNllL2(S) :5 ch4 • i; 
ii} Let XN be as above the solution of the discretized collocation which is supposed 
to be stable, or let XN denote the solution of the modified collocation, i.e., XN satisfies 
the equation (2.16} and suppose this collocation method is stable (cf Theorem 4.2 ii}). 
Then there is a constant c independent of N such that 
(5.2) 
In particular, if the parameter ( is greater than 4 log 2//3, then we get the estimate llx -
XNllLoo(s) :5 ch4 • 
Note that the number N of collocation points, i.e., the number of equations in (2. 7) is 
of order 0( h-2 log2(h-1 ) ). The computation of the stiffness matrix requires no more 
than 0( h-4 log4 ( h-1 ) ) operations. Consequently, if we apply our discretized collocation 
(2.13) together with an iterative solver, we need 0( h-4 log4 (h-1 )) :floating point opera-
tions. In order to prove the estimates of Theorem 5.1, let us start with two lemmata. 
LEMMA 5.2 For the exact solution x = A-1y and the coordinate transformation <b; of 
(2.1}, we get 
I . I . 
sup los(x o <b')(s, t)I $ c, sup lot(x o <b')(s, t)I $ c, l = 0,.... (5.3) 
(s,t)eDi (s,t)eDi 
PROOF: It is sufficient to prove the assertion of the lemma for the case of the tangent 
cone 8 = 8p of a corner point P (Note that the restriction of Ws acting between 
subsets of 8 with positive distance is a smoothing operator. Moreover, if we consider 
the neighborhood of an edge point, then the following arguments can also be applied 
if the Mellin transform is replaced by the Fourier transform.). First we suppose that 
y satisfies the estimates of x in (5.3) and we shall prove that Wsy satisfies them, too. 
Without loss of generality let us consider 5; of type a) and introduce polar coordinates 
exp s = r cos cp and exp s exp t = r sin cp over <P;(D;) = 8; ~ 8. Then we get 
08 = r Or and Ot = sin2 cp r Or +cos cp sin cp o"' and it remains to prove that the derivative 
(r or)k(sin cp o"')1W 8 y is bounded. Let V = <b;(s, t) = P + r cos cp PQ +r sin cp QR and 
., --+ --+ 
U = <b3 (s', t') = P+pcos t/J PQ' +psin t/J Q' R' with exp s' = p cos t/J and exp s' exp t' = 
p sin t/J. For definiteness, we suppose that Q = Q' and, for simplicity, that the angle 
. ., --+ --+ --+ 
between 8 3 and 8 3 is 7r/2 and that I QR I = I QR' I= I PQ I = 1. Then we get 
IU - Vl2 = (p cos t/J - r cos cp )2 + r 2 sin2 cp + p2 sin2 t/J, nu· (V - U) = r sin cp and 
Wsy(V) = _!__ 100 1"/4 r sin cp y(p, t/J) 3 dt/Jpdp 
411" 0 0 /{r cos cp - p cos t/J)2 + (p sin t/J)2 + (r sin cp) 2 
= J_ 1"'4100 r/p sin cp y(p,t/J) dp dt/J (5.4) 
47r 0 0 /{r/p)2 +1- 2(r/p)[cos cp cos t/J]3 P . 
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Since the kernel takes the form of a Mellin convolution with respect to r and the differ-
ential operator r8r commutes with the Mellin convolution (cf. the proof of Theorem 3.1 
in [17]), we conclude (r8r)kW5 y = Ws(r8r)ky and it remains to prove the boundedness 
of (sin rp 8rp)1Wsy. However, if we denote the kernel of the integral operator by k, then it 
is not hard to show l(sin rp8"')1kl :5 c lkl. Thus the boundedness of the integral operator 
w+ E 2(C(S)) with the kernel function lkl implies that (sin rp8rp)1Wsy is bounded. 
Now consider x = A-1y. We get A-1 =(I+2W5 )-1 =I - 2WsA-1 and, using the fact 
that (r Or) commutes with Ws and A-1 , we conclude 
(sin rporp)1(r8r)kx =(sin rp8rp)1(r8r)ky-2(sin rp8rp) 1WsA-1(r8r)ky. 
Obviously, the first term on the right-hand side is bounded. Moreover, A-1(r8r)ky is 
bounded and, again, l(sin rp Orp)1kl :5 c lkl implies that the second term on the right-hand 
side of the last equation is bounded. Thus the proof is :finished. • 
Let PN denote the projection onto the span of { rp, : i E J} interpolating at 
{P, : i E J}. Of course PN takes the form PNf = :L.e.JI" f(P,)t/J., where t/J, is in the 
span of {rp, : i E J} and t/J,(P") = o,,". As mentioned at the beginning of the proof 
to Lemma 3.2, the functions t/J, decay exponentially. In particular, for an appropriate 
constant Co and k* := M 00 - eoi1e" (cf. (2.2)), we get 
(5.5) 
if sj is of type a) or c) and t > SA:., l > Moo - 1. We also get (5.5) if sj is of 
type a) or b) and s > sk., k > M 00 - 1. Moreover, let S(x) stand for the union 
of ~l sets { CI>;(s, t) : (s, t) E Di, s :5 sk.} with Si of type a) and b) and of all sets 
{ Cl>'(s, t) : (s, t) E Di, t :5 Sk.} with Si of type a) and c). Let us denote the characteristic 
function of S(x) by X· 
LEMMA 5.3 Suppose that x is the solution of Ax = y. Then the following estimates 
hold 
llx - PNxllL2(S) :5 c hmin{(/log4,4}, 
llxI(I - PN )xllv(s) :5 c h(/log4, 
II P II < C hmin{/3(/log2,4} X - NX Loo(S) _ ' 
11(1- x)I(I - PN )xllL00 (S) :5 ch4 • 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
PROOF: Let us start with the second estimate of (5.6). By the arguments mentioned 
at the beginning of the proof to Lemma 3.2, we conclude that the PN are uniformly 
bounded. Thus we only have to deduce the orders of approximation by functions from the 
space im PN. In view of local quasi-interpolants (cf. [7]), it suffices to prove these rates of 
approximation locally. Now standard estimates show O(h4) convergence anywhere except 
in the vicinity of the edges, where we do not approximate by piecewise polynomials of 
degree three. In this vicinity of width exp(-[Moo _ 2]h) ,..., h(/log2 we consider the 
function x(P) = x(CI>i(s, t)) with respect to the variable exp t and approximate this 
C0•13- function by constants. This leads to an error of order O(hi3(/log 2). 
In order to prove the first estimate of (5.6) it suffices to prove (5.7). Let us start with 
the first estimate of (5.7). The area of the support suppx is less than chC/log 2 and we 
get 
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On the other hand, over supp (1- x) we interpolate by cubic tensor product splines and, 
in view of (5.5), the influence from the neighborhood of the edges is less than ch4 • Thus 
the order four estimate for usual cubic splines yields the second estimate of (5. 7). • 
PROOF: (of Theorem 5.1) Let AN E 2(imPN) stand for the discretized collocation 
operator, i.e., for the approximation of PNAlimPN' where the entries a,.,, of the matrix 
corresponding to the bases { ryo,} and { .,P,} are replaced by a~,, of (2.13). We suppose AN 
to be stable and show the estimates (5.1) and (5.2) for this method. Taking into account 
the stability, we obtain 
x - XN = x - PNx + AjV1 {ANPNx -ANx~}, 
llx - XNllLoo < llx - PNXllLoo + C llANPNX - PNAxllLoo 
$ llx - PNxllLoo + c{Te1 + Te2}, 
Tei .- ll(ANPN - PNA)xlxllLoo, Te2 := ll(ANPN - PNA)[l - x]IxllL00 • 
For the £ 2 estimate, we get 
llx - xNllL2 $ llx - PNxllL2 + c {Te2 + Te3 + Te4}, 
Te3 := llANPNxlxllL2, Te4 := llPNAxlxllL2· 
In view of (5.6) it remains to estimate the terms Te1, Te2, Te3 , and Te4 • Using the 
uniform boundedness of AN, the term Te3 can be estimated analogously to the first 
inequality of (5.7). Let us turn to the estimation ofTe4. We obtain 
< c L ll?Ji,.llhllxllioo + L ll?Ji,.lli2l(Axx)(P,.)12. 
icEJI, x(P,.)=1 icEJI, x(P,.)=0 
Using the exponential decay of the .,P,, we get ll?JiicllL2 ,..., ll'10icllL2 and the first sum on the 
right-hand side is less than c llxlli2 ,..., chf./log2. For the sake of definiteness, let us restrict 
the summation in the second sum to all K. = (j, k, l) with a fixed j such that S; is a 
type a) subdomain. Thus ll?Ji,.lli2 ,..., ll'10iclll2 ,..., [exp s.1:-1 -exp s.1:] exp s.1:[exp s1-1 -exp s1]. 
Since Wsx(P,.) is the solid angle under which supp x is seen from P,., i.e., the angle under 
which a strip of width less than exp s.1:. is seen from a distance greater than exp s.1: exp s1 , 
we get IWsx(P,.)I $ c exp(s.1:. - s.1: - s1). Consequently, the second sum is less than 
c L [es1c-1 _ es"] es" [esi-1 _ es'] e2(s1c0 -s1c-s1) $ c(l _ e-h)2es"• L es1c0 -s1 
k,l=0,1, ... k. k,l=0,1, ... k. 
00 
$ che8 "•M00(l - e-h) L e-mh $ ch-(./Iog 2log(h-1). 
m=O 
To estimate Te2, we only have to estimate I( AN PN -PN A )[1-x]I x( P,.) j. For definiteness 
le~ us consider the integral and q1:1adrature in l(ANPN - PNA)[l - xf x(P,.)I only over 
S3 of type a). Setting Set:= {<l>'(s,t): sf$ s $ sf_1 , sf$ t $ s 1_1 }~ supp[l - x] 
and denoting the quadrature knots and weights of Simpson's rule (2.15) over Set by Q; 
and O;, respectively, we obtain the following quadrature error over Set 
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Err:= I f k(P,., V)[x(V) - x(P,.)]dvS- E k(P,., Q;)[x(Q;) - x(P,.)]O;I $ (5.8) 
lset ; 
!Seti { sup la! [k(P,., V)[x(V) - x(P,.)]ID~i(s, t)I] I (st_1 - s~)4 
VeSet 
+ sup lat [k(P,., V)[x(V) - x(P,.)]ID~i(s, t)l]I (sf-_1 - sf)4}, 
VeSet · 
where V = ~i(s,t) and P,. = ~;"(s1c,.,s1,.). We observe lsf-1 -sfl $eh and lst-1 -stl $ 
cexp(-st)I expst - exps1c,.lh. For the kernel k of Ws, it is not hard to derive {cf. the 
proof of Lemma 5.2) that IB!k(P,., ~i(s, t))I $ clk(P,., ~i(s, t))I exp(ls)/I exp s1c,. -expsl1 
and IB!kl $ clkl, l = O, ... ,4. Moreover, from Lemma 5.2 we infer that IB!xl $ c and 
that IB!xl $ c. For an appropriate point P' E Set, we obtain Err $ c I Seti lk(P,., P')I h4 • 
Using {4.5) and summing up over all sets Set leads to 
l(ANPN - PNA)[l - x]Ix(P,.)I < E Err $ ch4 E !Seti lk(P,., P')I 
< ch4 fs lk(P,., ·)I $ c h4 • 
·For the estimation of Te1, we have to consider Err of (5.8) over a set Set ~ suppx. 
Taking into account that x E C0 ·f3, we conclude 
Err$ c f lk(P,., V)l IV - P,.lf3dvS, E Err$ cl IV- P,.1 13- 2dvS. (5.9) 
lset suppx Set~suppx 
For the sake of definiteness, let us estimate the last integral over Si of type a) and 
suppose P,. E Si'. Moreover, we suppose that all the assumptions leading to. (5.4) are 
satisfied. Set P,. = ~;· ( s,.., s1,) and, since the kernel function k vanishes over S', suppose 
l' < M 00 • We get 
C {I (3 2 (3 es"• 
es"' es"• + es1c1+s11 I - + les"' + es1c1+s11 I + ({3 - 1 ){3 1 - e2s1c. 1 - e8 "• 
2le•1c•+•1•1{3 -11 - e•"' + e•1c1+s111{3 + 11 + es"· - e•"' + e•1c•+•1• 1{3 1 +les"• } 
$ 0( es"• ) + c { 111 + es"• - es"' + es1c1+s11 1(3 -11 - es"' + es1c1+s11 1(3 I + 
lles"'es"• + es1c1+s1•1{3 - les1c1+s1•1{3I}. 
The last expression is bounded by cexps1c.(expsM00 _i)f3-l $ ch{J(/log 2· 
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Finally, let us consider the modified method {2.16). The error of this algorithm can be 
estimated analogously to the discretized collocation. The only additional term to be 
controlled is (Wsx~)(P,.) - XN(P)(Wsl~)(P,.) for a vertex P = P,0 • By the definition 
of x~ and 1 ~ we conclude 
(Wsx~)(P,.) - XN(P)(Wsl~)(P,.) = h E [1 - v(P,)Jk - e.oJ(Wsip.)(P,.) 
iEJP 
< c sup I . le. - eio I· 
.: (1-v(P,)]>O 
However, [1 - v(P(i,k,ll)J > 0 implies k ;::: M 00 - c1 2;1e" for an appropriate constant c1. 
Hence, expsk ~ c2C/ og 2 and the Holder condition implies lx(P,) - x(Pio)I ~ c2f3(/log 2 • 
Now we observe that e = (e. ),eJ = ( ip,(P,.) )~.!eJ( x(P,) ).eJ, where the entries of 
( ip,(P,.) );,!eJ have exponential decay (cf. the beginning of the proof to Lemma 3.2). 
From this we infer 1e. - e.o I ~ c2f3C/log 2 for l E JP and [1 - v(P,)J > 0. • 
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